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The relevance of the study:the study of speech strategies is topical for

a

Russian specialist keeping in mind that at present Russia is extending its relations

with other world powers. The knowledge of speech strategies is important for
cross-cultural communication and contributes much

to the whole

successful

communication process. In general, our country needs high qualified professionals,

able

to

organize successful intercultural communication with foreign-language

partnerg, defending the interests of our country at the international level.

The aim of the research:to examine in detail speech strategies and tactics
between Spanish and Russian cultures and to work out the recommendation for
experts in intercultural communications.

Objectives:

l.to

analyze the bibliographic data devoted'to the sphere of intercultural

communication;

2.

to define the concepts of

world>, <<strategy and

<<speech>>, <<speech

tactics>>;

..

:.;

behavion, <<picture of the

. ,-: .q "

3. to analyze peculiarities and role of speech behavior in speech
strategies;
4.

to study the basic strategies and tactics used by the representatives of

Russian and Spanish culture cultures;

5.

tofind out the main factors of failure in intercultural

business

communication.

The theoretical and the practical value of the researchis in the increasing

of the scientific understanding of the functional and pragmatic grounds of verbal
interaction, and social and regulatory functions

of linguistic expressions,

complement the general theory of discursive interaction.

Practical value
necessary

for

of the researchis to work out

getting success

in

therecommendations

cross-cultural communication

of

the

representatives of Spanish and Russian communication.

The results obtained:This graduation qualification pqper is devoted to issue
of speech strategies and tactics between two different cultures. The author worked
out recommendations for specialists in cross-cultural communication and held an

Questioning about different tactics and strategies in cross-cultural
communication.The results of the research can be applied in training future
specialists in intercultural communication.

Recommendations:This material can be recommended for specialists of
cross-cultural communication, and students who want

to know the ways

ofrealization of successful business communication with representatives of Spanish

culture.

In

general, research

of speech strategies

and tactics show us a large

number of details that must be considered in the process of communication with
Spanish partners, for example, the knowledge of the culture, mentality, habits and

their attitude to the business etc.

